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ABSTRACT: Two advances in the synthesis of hairpin pyrrole-imidazole polyamides (PAs) are described.  First, the application of 

a convergent synthetic strategy is shown, involving the Boc-based solid phase synthesis of a C-terminal fragment and the solution 

phase synthesis of the N-terminal fragment.  Second a new hybrid resin is developed that allows for the preparation hairpin PAs 

lacking a C-terminal -alanine tail. Both methods are compatible with a range of coupling reagents and provide a facile, modular 

route to prepare PA libraries in high yield and crude purity. 

Pyrrole-imidazole (Py-Im) polyamides (PAs) constitute a 

family of medium-sized molecules that bind in a sequence 

selective manner to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) with 

nanomolar binding affinity.
1
  The dsDNA binding profile of 

PAs is highly programmable, enabling these molecules to 

down-regulate the expression of selective subsets of genes
2-6

 

by targeting dsDNA sequences 7-16 base-pairs in length.
7-9

  Of 

the various PA designs that have been investigated over the 

past 20 years,
1,10

 hairpin variants have been some of the most 

biologically active, with examples in the literature reporting 

selective gene knockdown in vivo.
4,11-15

 Thus, the combined 

advantages of programmable perturbation of transcription 

factor-dsDNA interactions and cell permeability renders hair-

pin PAs as a potential competing gene regulatory technology 

to more traditional nucleic acid approaches such as RNA inter-

ference and antisense strategies.   

Contingent on the wider application of PAs as biotechno-

logical tools and potential therapeutic scaffolds is the need to 

prepare libraries of these compounds in which variables such 

as DNA binding affinity and selectivity, cell uptake, toxicity 

and off-target effects can be systematically assessed. Solid 

phase synthesis is the preferred method for the production of 

PAs on a milligram scale,
16-23

 whereas solution-phase ap-

proaches have been applied to produce a full-length hairpin 

PA and a cyclic version.
24,25

 The solid phase strategies have 

focused on the sequential coupling of N-protected monomeric 

(e.g., 2-5)
18,21,26

 or dimeric carboxylic acids
22,26

 to a primary 

amine immobilised on a solid support (1, Scheme 1a). The 

advantage of utilizing a monomeric coupling approach is the 

synthetic tractability of accessing the corresponding carbox-

ylic acids such as (2) and (3).  However, our experiences have 

shown that the coupling efficiencies are significantly lower 

after the -aminobutyric acid (GABA, 5) “hairpin turn” rela-

tive to those earlier in the synthetic cycle. We attribute this to 

an increase in  interactions - either within a single PA or 

with adjacent PA chains - leading to reduced coupling effi-

ciencies.
27-29

 This issue is further exacerbated if the installation 

of N-methyl imidazole monomers (e.g., 3) is required late in 

the synthesis, as the reduced nucleophilicity of imidazole 

amines results in extremely poor coupling efficiencies with 

activated esters of (2).
23

 A number of approaches have been 

explored to overcome these synthetic challenges.
9
   



 

Scheme 1. (a) Building blocks used in this study. (b) Coupling strategies applied in our convergent approach to PA synthe-

sis. (c) Ligation of the two respective fragments (8/16) and (13-15) and cleavage from the resin afforded full length PAs. 
a
 For 

details concerning the coupling conditions please see the Supporting Information.  

 

In a comprehensive study Li et al. reported the application of 

microwave irradiation to access cyclic PA libraries that are 

difficult to prepare by conventional methods.
16

 These micro-

wave-assisted methods significantly enhance the coupling 

yields and reduce coupling times. These authors noted the risk 

of premature cleavage from the trityl resin can occur, necessi-

tating optimisation and careful control of the reaction condi-

tions. They also noted the difficulty in conducting immobi-

lised imidazole-amine couplings even at elevated temperature 

(60-80 ºC). Both of these issues reduce the modularity of the 

approach. A facile and general synthetic strategy for the syn-

thesis of PA libraries is therefore still a key challenge.   

We report here a convergent synthesis of PAs using a 

combined Boc-based solution/solid phase synthesis approach, 

leading to hairpin PA products in superior yields and purities 

compared to conventional sequential monomeric coupling 

strategies. A new hydrazine PAM hybrid resin has been devel-

oped to facilitate the synthesis of PAs that do not contain a -

Ala tail, exploiting our convergent synthetic approach. 

Scheme 1b-c outlines our general route to hairpin PAs (17b-

19b/20). We reasoned that a convergent approach involving 

the preparation of two requisite PA fragments of similar mo-

lecular weight would improve the yields of PA synthesis. 

Based on our previous experience,
23

 couplings of (2)/(3) to 

resin-immobilised amines after the turn moiety are lower 

yielding, requiring longer coupling times and even doubling 

coupling regimes using conventional coupling chemistries. 

Therefore an immobilised C-terminal fragment (e.g., 8, 

Scheme 1b) would be prepared by solid phase synthesis up to 

the turn moiety.  In parallel, an N-terminal tetramer acid frag-

ment (e.g., 13-15) would be prepared using a solution phase 

protocol to produce larger quantities (100 mg) of the latter half 

of the PA.
24

 A final amide coupling of the two requisite frag-

ments followed by amine cleavage would then afford the final 

PA products (e.g., 17b-19b or 20, Scheme 1c).  

Three tetramer acids (13-15) were chosen to test this con-

vergent synthetic strategy. These acids consist of a single N-

methyl imidazole unit on the N-terminus and an N-methyl 

pyrrole carboxylic acid (13), an N-terminal and an internal N-

methyl imidazole unit (14) and finally a tetramer acid with two 

N-methyl imidazole unit on the N- and C-termini (15). The 

synthesis of each tetramer acid began with the formation of the 

benzyl esters of the carboxylic acids (2) and (3). The use of a 

benzyl ester monomer in the synthesis of (13-15) rather than a 

methyl ester used previously,
24

 enabled the final deprotection 

step to be effected via hydrogenolysis (See Supporting Infor-

mation).
30

 This strategy avoided a saponification step required 

for the methyl ester,
24

 which in our hands proved problematic, 

particularly with the formation of N-methylimidazole acids 

such as (15), which are prone to decarboxylation.
31

   

Deprotection of the benzyl esters (10-12) using Pearlman’s 

catalyst (Pd(OH)2/C) under hydrogen at 50 psi produced the 

corresponding tetramer acids either with a terminal N-methyl 

pyrrole (13/14) or an N-methyl imidazole unit (15) within 5 

hours and in complete conversion.  Overall tetramers (13-15) 

were prepared using cycles of coupling and Boc-deprotection 

on a 100 mg scale over 7 steps in 59-80% yield and with crude 

purities of the final products ranging from 89-95%.  

A crucial aspect in developing a facile route to hairpin PA 

libraries is the ability to access a variety of PA structures with 

combinatorial variations in the heterocyclic cores and the C-

terminal tail unit. The heterocyclic cores define DNA se-

quence selectivity,
1
 whereas the C-terminal tail unit is known 

to influence cell uptake.
32-34

  By virtue of its chemical robust-

ness and the facile conditions used to cleave PAs from the 



 

solid support, the commercially available Boc--Ala-PAM 

resin has been the most widely used resin type for PA synthe-

sis.
26

 The major drawback in using this resin is the installation 

of a -Ala unit between the N,N-di-methylaminopropylamine 

(6) tail and the PA core. This C-terminal -Ala unit is known 

to perturb the uptake of PAs into cells;
35,36

 therefore a flexible 

solid phase synthetic strategy that can access PA subtypes 

lacking this unit is highly desirable.  

In light of issues with existing methods, we set out to de-

velop a flexible solid phase synthetic strategy that can effi-

ciently access PA scaffolds lacking the C-terminal -Ala unit. 

Our previous work has shown that PAs without the C-terminal 

-Ala unit can be prepared by the sequential coupling of mon-

omeric units (2) and (3) using a hydrazinobenzoyl resin.
23

 

Furthermore, powerful condensing agents such as BTC 

[bis(trichloromethyl) carbonate] could be used to couple chal-

lenging N-methyl pyrrole units (2) to resin-bond N-methyl 

imidazole amines in almost quantitative yield.
23

 Unfortunately 

we have experienced batch-to-batch variability with commer-

cially-available resin types which reduced the yield and purity 

of final PA products. Therefore, we developed a new hybrid 

resin (9, Scheme 1b), which combined the robustness of the 

Boc--Ala-PAM resin used extensively in PA synthesis
26

 with 

the flexibility of the hydrazinobenzoyl resin.
23

 The hybrid 

resin (9) was prepared by a HATU-mediated coupling of a 

GABA unit (5) to (1), followed by a Boc-deprotection and a 

HATU-mediated coupling of the hydrazine acid (7) and a final 

Fmoc deprotection.  A representative C-terminal tetramer (16) 

immobilised on a solid support was then synthesised on this 

resin by sequential monomeric coupling according to previ-

ously reported coupling protocols.
23,26

  

With the respective N-terminal (13-15) and C-terminal (8) 

PA fragments in hand, the yield and crude purity of a suite of 

three PAs was then explored using our convergent fragment 

strategy and the yields compared to a PA library prepared via 

sequential monomeric couplings (Table 1).  The final isolated 

yields of PAs derived from our fragment strategy (17b-19b) 

were approximately 3-times higher than PAs prepared by tra-

ditional monomeric coupling strategies (17a-19a,). Further-

more, the crude purity of all PAs prepared by this method 

(17b-19b) was 85-90% (as determined by RP-HPLC @ 310 

nm), compared to 68-78% for PAs (17a-19a) prepared by tra-

ditional methods (Fig. 1).   

A suite of four 6-ring hairpin PAs (21-24) were then pre-

pared using an array of coupling agents in order to ascertain 

the flexibility of our new hybrid resin.  Our hybrid resin 

demonstrated excellent compatibility with conventional cou-

pling agents such as HATU, DCC/HOAt and BTC using mon-

omers (2), (3) and (5) to produce PAs (21-24).  These PA se-

quences include a challenging coupling in the 6 position be-

tween a resin-bound N-methylimidazole amine with (2) using 

BTC as the coupling agent to produce PA (23) in 12% yield, 

whereas the PA (24) incorporating the Fmoc-D-Dab(Boc)-OH 

turn was prepared in 13% yield. Crucially, PA fragments pre-

pared on our hybrid resin afforded PAs (PAs, 21-24) in yields 

and crude purities comparable to that of PA prepared on a 

conventional -Ala-PAM resin (PAs 17a-19a Table 1). 

An unexpected result that we observed during the course 

of this study was the facile conditions required to cleave PAs 

(21-24) derived from the hybrid linker (9).  Traditional cleav-

age conditions of aryl hydrazine resins require oxidation of the 

Table 1: Crude purity and isolated yields of PAs prepared 

through standard protocols
1
 and our convergent strategy.  

compound 

number 

PA 

 

purity 

(%) 

yield 

(%) 

17a
a
 

 

68 12 

18a
a
 

 

76 10 

19a
a
 

 

78 11 

21
a
 

 

68 11 

22
a
 

 

70 11 

23
a
 

 

74 12 

24
a
 

 

79 13 

17b
b
 

 

90 30 

18b
b
 

 

88 30 

19b
b
 

 

85 28 

20
b
 

 

87 20 

a PAs prepared by monomeric couplings. b PAs prepared by a 

fragment-based approach. 

 

Fig. 1: Crude HPLC profiles of (a) Compound (17a). Crude purity 

was 69%. (b) Compound (21). Crude purity was 68 %. (c) Com-

pound (17b). Crude purity was 90 %. (d) Compound (20). Crude 

purity was 87%. 

hydrazide by N-bromosuccinimide or atmospheric O2 in the 

presence of Cu(II) salts to form a transient diazene species.
23,37

 

We observed that initial activation/oxidation of the resin was 

not required and aminolysis (55 ºC for 16 hours) of resin-

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
retention time (min) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

14.0 

13.8 

14.5 

14.5 



 

bound PAs with amine (6) under air resulted in facile cleavage 

to form PAs (21-24) in high yield and crude purity. 

We therefore conclude that the isolated yield and purity of 

PAs can be improved by the application of a fragment-based 

synthetic approach. This correlates to an average 94% yield 

per reaction cycle (i.e. coupling and Boc-deprotection) for an 

eight ring PA prepared by our fragment-based approach com-

pared to an average 89% yield per cycle when a monomeric 

coupling approach is used. Although a 5% increase in yield 

per reaction cycle appears modest, this constitutes a significant 

enhancement in overall isolated yield and purity. We reason 

that the enhancement of the isolated yield of PAs is likely due 

to the reduction of the number of couplings undertaken on the 

solid support; a phenomenon observed when a fragment-based 

approach was applied to peptides and small molecules.
38,39

   

Second, the coupling of hydrazine acid (7) to a -Ala-

PAM resin via a GABA linker enables the facile preparation 

of PAs lacking the C-terminal -Ala unit. This simple modifi-

cation increases the flexibility of the synthesis of PAs and 

opens up opportunities for the direct installation of other func-

tional groups on the C-terminus.
33,35,36

  Efforts are now under-

way to apply this methodology to prepare PA libraries incor-

porating structural variations at key sites of the PA scaffold in 

order to enhance the biological activity of these compounds in 

cells. 

Supporting Information 

Synthesis and analytical characterization of PAs can be 

found in the Supporting Information. This material is avail-

able free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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